Weddings

At RSA House

Weddings without compromise
Sustainable Wedding Package

WHERE BEAUTIFUL WEDDINGS COME TO LIFE WITHOUT COMPROMISING THE PLANET OR VISION

- Exclusive use of the entire house from Midday until Midnight (extension until 2am available)
- Variety of dressing rooms
- 1.5 hours sparkling reception with your choice of Ellis Wines or Ridgeview sparkling (3 glasses of sparkling wine and soft drinks alternatives)
- 4 pre-dinner canapes from our Sustainable Menu
- Three Course Fine Dining from our Sustainable Menu followed by tea, coffee and petit fours
- Private wedding tasting experience for the couple
- Half a bottle of red or white wine per person for the dinner table from our selection of ‘Wines with a Conscience’
- 1 glass of Ridgeview sparkling wine to toast
- State of the art sound, lighting, personalised welcome screens and a microphone available for speeches
- Dance floor
- Evening late night snacks from our Sustainable Menu
- Storm lanterns, tea lights, poseur tables and furniture
- Up lighting with a selection of colours for the Vaults
- Upgrade to lime wash chivari chairs
- Wedding Venue Planner
Recommended Suppliers

Cocktails – Edmunds Cocktails
Coffee – Union Coffee
Florist – Hayford & Rhodes
Furniture – Velvet Living
Live Music and Entertainment – Blank Canvas Entertainment
Photography – Jay Rowden; Alex Dimos
Production (lighting / sound) and Entertainment – Velvet Entertainment
Stationery – Laura Likes
Table Linens, Tableware, Cross-back Chairs – Well Dressed Tables
Tea – Hope & Glory Tea
Videography – Lightfoot Agency
Wine – Ellis Wines; Ridgeview
Edmunds focuses on skilfully selecting and blending flavours to perfection so you can shake, stir, serve and garnish with confidence. They supply everything you need to produce a world-class cocktail in your own kitchen/yurt/campervan – all you need is a glass, ice and maybe the odd splash of soda water. Their ethical, family-run business supplies cocktails direct to customers via a well-stocked web shop, as well as to prestigious bars and restaurants in Suffolk and beyond.

https://www.edmundscocktails.co.uk/
Contact: Sam Williams, sam@edmundscocktails.co.uk, 07881 647703

“We want to leave the planet in a better place than when we started and that’s why we’ve taken steps to ensure we’re a climate-positive business. From our fully recyclable packaging to our partnership with Ecologi, we’re constantly looking at innovative ways to become more sustainable.”
Union Coffee are pioneers in two things, which they have relentless focus on, roasting and ethical sourcing. They re-won The Queen’s Award for Sustainable Enterprise in 2022; were winners of the Best Coffee Roaster in the European Coffee Awards with Allegra 2022; won the Most Ethical Brand in the European Coffee Awards with Allegra 2022; and became a B-Corp certified business in 2022.

https://unionroasted.com/pages/about
https://unionroasted.com/pages/impact-strategy

Contact: customercare@unionroasted.com, 02074748990

Union is founded on the principle of marrying high quality specialty coffee with responsible sourcing; making coffee better for everyone, from drinkers to farmers by sourcing direct from our long-term coffee growing partners and paying a fair price so they can invest in their farms, families and workers. Today, Union has improved lives of more than 65,000 individuals in coffee producing countries, and we’re proud to have won The Queen’s Award for Sustainable Enterprise in 2017 for our pioneering sourcing model.
Every Hayford & Rhodes floral design is a piece of genuine crafts-personship. Exquisite to look at, made with care, time-honoured techniques and produced from the finest blooms.

https://hayfordandrhodes.com/

Contact: Shannon Govind, Shannon.govind@hayfordandrhodes.co.uk, +44(0)20 3130 9219

‘Working so closely with a natural product, we feel a conscious duty to protect Mother Nature in every way possible. Therefore, as our brand progresses, our environmental impact will be at the forefront of our agenda. We know everyone defines sustainability differently, so, as a result, we are committed to initiating conversations about what sustainability means to you, your company and how we can support these values. We actively promote environmental awareness among our employees, clients and venues striving to make positive steps to continually improve our sustainable practices.’
Velvet Living are the go-to team for stylish furniture, mobile bars, and accessories for hire. Everything you need to add the perfect finishing touches to your event, photo, or film shoot. With extensive and exclusive ranges of modular furniture, contemporary and classic sofas, chair and table options, as well as specially sourced pieces available on request, we’ll have the product to meet your needs. Our expert consultancy and styling team will also be on hand throughout the planning process, ensuring we help you create the perfect setting, whatever your requirements.

https://www.velvetliving.co.uk/

Contact: Tim Gale, tim@velvetliving.co.uk, 07947 629 009

Velvet Living and Velvet Entertainment are proud to have partnered with (TAG) Carbon Neutral Britain to measure and offset their carbon footprint and are certified as a Carbon Neutral Business. CNB fund projects in Britain and around the world to reduce the amount of CO_{2}e in the earth’s atmosphere. At the core of their approach is reforestation, as forest projects absorb CO_{2}, refract the earth’s heat as well as having a positive impact on wildlife, ecology, and biodiversity.
Blank Canvas Entertainment is one of London’s leading entertainment specialists. It was founded by performers with over 20 years of experience in the entertainment industry, with the aim of offering clients a personalised, tailored service. They are dedicated to making their clients’ events a success and ensuring that everyone has a good time. Their team understand entertainment and pride themselves on booking only the very best professional acts for corporate events, private parties, award ceremonies, product launches and weddings.

https://www.blankcanvasentertainment.co.uk/
Contact: Grace Reynolds, grace@blankcanvasentertainment.co.uk, 07920800022

To Blank Canvas Entertainment, sustainability means meeting our business needs without compromising the needs of future generations.
Photography

Jay Rowden Photography
https://www.jayrowden.com/
studio@jayrowden.com
07712 442191
An artist, creative director and leading London wedding photographer.

Alex Dimos Photography
https://alexdimos.com/
ALEX@ALEXDIMOS.COM
A local and destination wedding photographer who is passionate about documenting people’s stories and love.
Velvet Entertainment is the go-to team for all matters relating to event production and entertainment including sound, lighting, AV and event design. From all-round planning to providing the finest live entertainment the industry has to offer, they are here to assist in the creation of your perfect event. With many facets to their service and a flexible approach, they always aim to deliver the best event possible for your tastes and budget.

https://www.velvetentertainment.net/
Contact: Tim Gale, tim@velvetliving.co.uk, 07947 629 009

Velvet Living and Velvet Entertainment are proud to have partnered with (TAG) Carbon Neutral Britain to measure and offset their carbon footprint and are certified as a Carbon Neutral Business. CNB fund projects in Britain and around the world to reduce the amount of CO₂e in the earth’s atmosphere. At the core of their approach is reforestation, as forest projects absorb CO₂, refract the earth’s heat as well as having a positive impact on wildlife, ecology, and biodiversity.
From her studio in Cornwall, Laura creates sustainable wedding stationery for eco-friendly weddings far and wide. From wedding invitations to on the day pieces, using seed paper and recycled materials, she offers the greenest range of botanical-inspired paper goods.

https://www.lauralikes.co.uk/

Contact: Laura Shirley, lauralikes_contact@yahoo.com, 07942 259574

Laura Likes wedding stationery has been designed around a sustainable ethos - beautiful products, inspired by nature, that have had as little impact on the environment as possible and can in turn be recycled or planted resulting in zero waste. I offer a choice of exclusively recycled papers, recycled and FSC envelopes and 100% biodegradable packaging. Carbon offsetting and planting trees with Ecologi is also a key part of my sustainability vision. Laura Likes has planted over 1K trees to date!
Crockery, cutlery, glass, furniture and linen from Well Dressed Tables are the secret behind many of the most elegant and exclusive events. They deliver the finest table and catering equipment hire in London and their extensive range includes some truly exclusive and unique products that you will not find anywhere else.

https://www.welldressedtables.co.uk/

Contact: Abbie McNaboe, abbiem@welldressedtables.co.uk, 07825 149662

At Well Dressed Tables we use resources appropriately, sustainably and, where possible, substitute primary resources with alternative materials. Becoming a paperless business, using less water, non-harmful biodegradable chemicals, tracking and minimising vehicle emissions are just a few of the ways we’re ensuring we support the protection of the environment and continually improve our sustainability performance.
Hope & Glory are devoted to boosting Britain’s love affair with tea. They are a young, British company made about tea and offer only premium, specialty teas that are unique, hand-picked, organic and sourced solely from ethical growers whom they have personally met and trust.

https://www.thehopeandglory.co.uk/

Contact: customerservice@thehopeandglory.co.uk,
+44 (0) 1438 878346

“At Hope & Glory, we’re devoted to tea, but that goes hand in hand with our commitment to the welfare and well-being of our fellowmen and our precious planet, now and in the future. We have organic accreditation by the Soil Association (UK) & Control Union (EU) and look out for the fairtrade logo on our fairtrade accredited products.”
Lightfoot Agency
https://lightfoot.agency/
Hello@lightfoot.agency
+44 743219 7003

Formed and managed by two brothers, Max and Leo are content creators. They pride themselves in bringing new and exciting ideas to the table for any brand, event, product or business. Their roster of talented videographers, photographers, editors and animators means they have the best tools for every project. From fixtures to festivals, on-location to off-piste, we’ve got you covered.
An independent, family owned on-trade wine business, established in 1822. We have a rich history based on our traditional ethos of partnership and value.

https://www.elliswines.co.uk/

Contact: Simon Powys Maurice, spm@ellis-wines.co.uk, 07768 860836

“Customer service and sustainability are at the forefront of our company’s ethos,” says Director Robert Ellis of his family’s 200-year-old purveyor business. “We strive to offer wines that have been farmed in a sustainable manner and are organic or biodynamic.” Today, that sees Ellis Wines source sustainable wines from all over the world. Among the producers we work with, 61% either farm organically, follow biodynamic practices, are sustainable or follow sustainable practices and two are now certified carbon neutral.